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(Don’t judge a book by its cover!)



It started in 2012 in Italy, then moved to Japan in 2015,…

…then moved from “happiness” to “well-being”



To ask or not to ask ?

Listen !



Wellbeing, well being or well-being?
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Wellbeing, Well Being and Well-Being used in the titles of 
books published in English since 1800 till the year 2000. 

Source: https://writingexplained.org



How to define “subjective” well-being 

According to the OECD (2013) guidelines, subjective well-being, 
can be defined looking at different aspects: 

• hedonic or affective: the focus is on a person’s feeling or 
emotion, typically in a given moment in time

• eudaimonic: the type of happiness or contentment that is 
achieved through self-actualization and having meaningful 
purpose in one’s life.

• life evaluation: an assessment of life “as a whole” and requires 
a judgment by the individual*, rather than a description of a 
temporary emotional state. 

* How people remember their experiences that differs significantly 
from how they actually experienced them.



2021: New book!

No, it’s not about Buthan



The Subject Well-Being (SWB) index that we will present today tries to 
replicate the Comprehensive Psychological Well-Being (CPWB) by the New 
Economic Foundation (2012)

SWB-I and SWB-J are simple averages of the 8 indicators. 
More on this later on…



Why Buthan ?

In the 60s, the King of Buthan
introduced an index called
Gross National Happiness (GNH) 

It is one of the first attempts to 
define the task of the government 
action in terms of individual and 
collective well-being

GNH, in fact, has been officially included in the Constitution of Buthan
enacted in 2008, that stipulates: 

“The State shall strive to promote those conditions that will enable the 
pursuit of Gross National Happiness”



From tweets to subjective well-being

Textual analysis approach



How do we extract SWB ?



Document-term matrix

<= Vectors of stems



Document-term matrix

= unique vector of stems

𝐷 = 𝐷0 = OffTopic, 𝐷1 = positive, 𝐷2 = neutral, 𝐷𝑀 = negative

We want to classify text into M categories 
represented by set D, e.g.,



Statistical problem

𝐷 = 𝐷0 = OffTopic, 𝐷1 = positive, 𝐷2 = neutral, 𝐷𝑀 = negative

𝑆 = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚/𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

𝑃 𝐷 𝑆 = 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚, 𝑒. 𝑔. 𝐸 𝑌 𝑋 !

law of total probabilities

the target
distribution of
categories



The inverse problem

𝑃 𝑆 = 𝑆𝑘 𝐷 = 𝐷𝑖) = probability of feature vector 𝑆𝑘 to 
appear in a text that expresses 
opinion 𝐷𝑖

we focus oninstead of

[hint: 𝛽 = (𝑋𝑇𝑋)−1𝑋𝑇𝑌]

ReadMe: Hopkins & King (2010, 2013)

iSA: Curini, Ceron, Iacus (2016)



The inverse problem

we focus oninstead of

Noise/OffTopic

Signal}
The space  S x D. When the noise category 𝐷0 is dominant, the 

estimation of P(S|D) is reasonably more accurate than the 
estimation of counterpart P(D|S).



Statistically efficient

Fast learner (20x)

M
A
E



iSA is a fast and extended version of ReadMe

CEM
matching

idea

old geek
trick
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bagging

exact 
standard

errors



iSA compared to ReadMe

• works with high number of categories D
• uses very little memory
• replaces bagging with data augmentation in 

a single run => lower variance of estimates
• provides exact standard errors
• unbiased as ReadMe
• is blazing fast



From tweets to SWB index



How to code then these dimensions?



Hypothetical world



Real world

can be classified 
as positive for 
the components 
emo and res and 

negative for
the component 
vit of the index



For each day d and SWB component (emo, tru, res, 
etc) iSA is run using the four categories (OffTopic, 
positive, neutral and negative) and each index 
is calculated as the following ratio (e.g., for emo):

SWB is the simple average of the 8 components.



• For Italy 250.4M of tweets, 
period 01-02-2012/21/0/2018; 
For Japan, 60.8M of tweets, 
period 24-08-2015/31-12-2018.

• We later collected data from 01-
11-2019 till 11-10-2020 for Italy 
(13M tweets) and 20-09-2020 
for Japan (14M tweets) at a rate 
of 50K per day.

• We trained iSA with 3069 fully 
hand coded tweets for the 
Japanese set and 2952 for the 
Italian set.

• Coders: mother language. 
Strategy: Delphi method.

• We validated the analysis 
looking at MAE, mean error 
(0.5%-2.5%).

1000 runs cv results

Data and coding strategy



Comparison with other indexes

BES: Benessere Equo e Solidale, based on 
National Institute of Statistics data and survey 
data, Italy.

JIJI: Periodic survey from Jiji Press in Japan.

WHR: Word Happiness Report



Cross-country comparison



Structural Equation Modelling (SEM, quarterly data)

and similarly for Japan





Controlling bias
(come back to this later if time left)



Controlling bias: Small Area Estimation (SAE) approach

𝜇𝑑𝑡 = 𝒙′𝜷 + 𝑢𝑑 + 𝑣𝑑𝑡 =

ො𝑦𝑑𝑡 = 𝜇𝑑𝑡+𝑒𝑑𝑡

𝑢𝑑~𝑁 0, 𝜎1
2 =

unobservable variable (true well-
being) for region 𝑑 at time 𝑡

𝑒𝑑𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎ො𝑦𝑑𝑡
2 )

observable variable (SNS indicator) for 
region 𝑑 at time 𝑡, biased/unrealiable

𝑣𝑑𝑡~𝑁 0, 𝜎2
2 =

region 𝑑 specific variability [AR(1) 
with parameter 𝜌1]

spatio-temporal variability [SAR(1) 
with parameter 𝜌2]

𝒙 = vector of covariates/official statistics



Controlling bias: Small Area Estimation (SAE) approach

𝜇𝑑𝑡 = 𝒙′𝜷 + 𝑢𝑑 + 𝑣𝑑𝑡 ො𝑦𝑑𝑡 = 𝜇𝑑𝑡+𝑒𝑑𝑡

ො𝑦𝑑𝑡 = 𝒙′𝜷 + 𝑢𝑑 + 𝑣𝑑𝑡+𝑒𝑑𝑡

+

𝜽 = (𝜎1
2, 𝜎2

2𝜌1, 𝜌2 , 𝜷)

Ƹ𝜇𝑑𝑡 = 𝒙′𝜷 + ෞ𝑢𝑑 + ෞ𝑣𝑑𝑡

statistical model

𝜽 → 𝜽

It can be proved that Ƹ𝜇𝑑𝑡 is an unbiased estimator of 𝜇𝑑𝑡



Weighting by Twitter penetration rate stabilize estimates



Subjective Well-Being 
social media indicators 

and COVID-19



Hedonometer
(Spain/Spanish)

hedonometer.org

GNH (Australia, NZ, 
South Africa)

Greyling, Rossouw, and
Adhikari (2020).

(based on supervised 
word scoring)

(based on supervised 
sentiment coding + word 
emotion lexicon)



World Well-Being Project (USA): Guntuku et al. (2020). Based on sentiment + LIWC + LDA.



World Well-Being Project (USA): Guntuku et al. (2020). Based on sentiment + LIWC + LDA.



limiting trend:

SWB-I

SWB-J

hedonic

long-term mean



limiting trend:

SDE model 
calibrated 
on weekly 
data



Explaining the dropdown of SWB 
using external potential factors



Alternative data sources



Correlation: well-being impacted by different factors through time



a bit of data science (Dynamic Elastic Net) to select factors

daily data, t from 02-12-2020, moving window of 30 days;

λ𝑡 determined dynamically via cross validation for each time window

external factors + autro regressive component

SWB-I/SWB-J





…and again SEM (no time for details)



…and again SEM (no time for details)



Summary of SEM results for both countries
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